## Declaration of Honour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>NÓRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surname</td>
<td>JENÉY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Position
- [ ] Representative of the MSRG
- [x] Substitute of the MSRG
- [ ] Third party

You are required to complete and submit this form in order to confirm that you have read and taken note of Article 12 of Decision 01/2022 of MSRG on the Rules of Procedure of the Member States Representatives Group (hereinafter ‘MSRG Rules of Procedure’).

Completing this declaration should prompt you to consider whether you may have a possible conflict of interests that could affect the performance of your duties as a representative of the MSRG according to the MSRG Rules of Procedure. The declaration should also remind you that when you do have a conflict of interests you should inform the Chairpersons of the MSRG accordingly.

Please indicate if you have any professional connections with the KIC Legal Entities and KIC partners according to the latest updated list of KIC Legal Entities and KIC partners provided to you by the EIT Secretariat and available on the MSRG shared collaboration web space. If so, please specify.

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>..................................................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..................................................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hereby, pursuant to the MSRG Rules of Procedure, I declare that as a Representative of the MSRG/Co-Chairperson of the MSRG/substitute member of the Member States Representative Group established pursuant to Decision 10/2022 of the Governing Board of the EIT of 16 March 2022 on the Cooperation with the Member States Representative Group/third party, I will carry out my duties and conduct solely with the interests of the MSRG in mind and shall not deal with a matter in which, directly or indirectly, I have any personal interest such as to impair my independence.

I hereby declare that I have read Article 12 of the MSRG Rules of Procedure and I am aware of my obligations. I also declare that I do/do not have a personal interest (a family or financial interest) which would actually or potentially impair my independence in the course of my duties as Representative of the MSRG/Co-Chairperson of the MSRG/substitute of the MSRG/third party.

I hereby certify that I will immediately inform the Chairpersons of the MSRG of any change in my situation, or of any new relevant information I may receive which could be deemed as a potential or actual conflict of interest according to the MSRG Rules of Procedure.
Signature of the [Representative of the MSRG/Substitute/Third party]:

Date: 01/01/2022

Please submit your completed declaration and send it to EIT Secretariat: MSRG@eit.europa.eu

Please note that the EIT Secretariat will keep a record of this declaration.
DECLARATION OF INTENTION (DOI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Nóra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Surname    | Jene |}
| Position   | ☑ Representative of the MSRG<br>☒ Substitute of the MSRG |

☒ I hereby agree and acknowledge as follows:

1. I have read this decision, and in particular, Articles 12.1. and 12.2 and I am aware of my obligations under the above-mentioned documents.
2. I will treat all confidential information as information subjected to professional secrecy.
3. I will not disclose in any way to any third party any confidential information without the EIT’s prior written consent.
4. I will not use (or permit any other person to use) any confidential information other than for the purpose of my work in connection with the EIT activities.
5. This undertaking shall not apply to any information that I can reasonably establish before the date of this undertaking or which became public knowledge other than through a result of a breach of any of the above commitments.
6. I acknowledge that improper disclosure of confidential information may constitute serious misconduct and may be subject to specific measures.
7. I shall continue to be bound by the terms of my declaration for two years after the end of my involvement in the EIT’s activities.
8. I give my free and unambiguous consent to the EIT to process my personal data during my term as member of the Member State Representatives Group in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2018/1725.

☒ I have read and understood this Declaration and agree to its terms.

Please sign and date this form:

| Date: 01/01/2022 | Signature: |

Please send a signed copy of this form to the EIT Secretariat.